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Summary
The objectives of this study were to evaluate systematic factors that influence longevity and to estimate
the heritability of functional longevity by survival analysis of Suffolk sheep in the Czech Republic. A total of
20,502 ewes from 137 flocks were used. The longevity of Suffolk ewes was influenced to some extent by their
average prolificacy. The effects of growth intensity and the development of muscularity and fattiness, as well
as the effect of the prion protein gene PrP haplotype on the risk of the exclusion of the ewe from breeding were
relatively low. Heritability estimates were h2 = 0.438 for the length of production life in days (LPL), h2 = 0.098
for the number of litters of the ewe during her lifetime (NL), h2 = 0.111 for the total number of lambs born
(TLB), and h2 = 0.103 for the total number of labs weaned (TLW). Correlations between the breeding values
for LPL and NL, TLB or TLW were high. Therefore, these indicators of the ewe’s lifelong production, which
are more desirable and understandable for sheep breeders, should be used in indirect selection for longevity.
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The increasing of functional longevity could rationalize animal production systems by reducing the need
to carry non-productive replacement livestock and by
limiting costs due to the health problems of animals.
Longevity is affected by many genetic and environmental factors as well as by management decisions.
Nevertheless, health-related factors play a key role
in this respect. Healthy and disease-resistant animals
have prospects for a longer production life. This is
also the case in sheep. For instance, Legarra et al. (8)
and Barillet et al. (1) reported a significant impact of
clinical and subclinical mastitis, predicted by somatic
cell count, on the culling of ewes. Gastrointestinal
parasite infections, as well, often cause life shortening
in sheep (12, 15). Unfortunately, the records of health
and the reason for culling in sheep are often unavailable in databases, and in this case the evaluation of
animal longevity is one of few possibilities to genetically improve the health status of sheep populations
by breeding. Longevity is therefore an economically
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important trait, but only little research has been devoted
to the economic value of longevity in sheep. The published results are not consistent. In fact, Fuerst-Waltl
and Baumung (5) reported a slightly negative economic value for this trait. In the Czech population of
the Suffolk sheep breed, Wolfová et al. (20, 21) found
the relative economic value for longevity to be 3.13%
in the case of pure-breeding and 2.78% when Suffolk
rams were used as sires in terminal crossing. In dairy
sheep, Wolfová et al. (18, 19) reported an economic
value of 11.1 € for prolongation of life by one year per
one ewe in an average-sized flock. The economic value
of longevity in sheep is highly dependent on the cost
of replacement and the price of culled animals. Both of
them are far lower in sheep compared with cattle (especially the dairy type). Genetic gain in population and
the productivity of animals, which decreases with age,
should also be taken into account. Higher longevity is
connected with a greater average age of the breeding
ewe flock and a longer generation interval, and thus
theoretically with slower genetic progress. Longevity
is also reported to be one of the lowly heritable traits.
The heritability estimate for functional longevity found
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in Valle del Belice sheep by Riggio et al. (14) was 7%
on the logarithmic scale and 11% on the real scale,
indicating that selection for this trait is possible in
sheep. The flock-year-season effect explained 19% of
the variation on the logarithmic scale and 27% of the
variation on the real scale. In their study, Fuerst-Waltl
et Baumung (5) estimated the heritability of functional
longevity at h2 = 0.12. Another limitation is that longevity is impossible to measure in young animals,
and therefore it cannot be bred for directly (2). On the
other hand, a favourable factor for longevity evaluation in sheep is the ready availability of basic records
regarding the length of production life in databases of
the performance recording scheme. However, sheep
longevity has not yet been evaluated in practice in
breeding programmes in the Czech Republic.
The main aims of this study were therefore to analyze selected systematic factors influencing longevity
and to estimate genetic parameters for traits connected
with life expectancy in Suffolk sheep – the most numerous recorded sheep population in the Czech Republic.
Material and methods

Fig. 1. Percentages of ewes according to the lifetime number
of litters produced before exclusion from breeding

The study used a database of the official performance
recording scheme provided by the Association of Sheep and
Goat Breeders in the Czech Republic containing primarily
records of 20,502 ewes (including 5301 censored records of
living individuals) from 137 flocks. However, only parts of
this database were used for individual analyses. The analysis
of survivability was performed by non-linear hazard functions, using the Survival Kit program package (3). The basic
model equation included the class effects of the flock (137
levels of effect), the birth year of the ewe (27), the year of
the last lambing (22) and the age at first lambing (3 classes).
Subsequently, further effects were added individually to
this basic model: the size of the litter from which the ewe
originated (4 classes: 1, 2, 3, 4 and more lambs in litter), the
average prolificacy of ewes (4 classes: 0 – without records,
1 – 100-125%, 2 – >125-175%, 3 – > 175%), weight at 100
days (3 classes: ≤ 25 kg, > 25-37.5 kg, > 37.5 kg), backfat
thickness measured by ultrasound (6 classes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and more mm), eye-muscle depth measured by ultrasound
(3 classes: ≤ 21 mm, 22-31 mm, 32 and more mm), subjective assessment of muscularity in the live animal (5 classes),
and the PrP genotype (5 haplotypes: ARQ/ARQ, ARR/ARH,
ARR/ARQ, ARR/ARR, ARQ/VRQ).
Genetic parameters were estimated for 4 traits associated
with longevity: the length of the production life from the first
to the last lambing of the ewe in days (LPL), the number
of litters during lifetime (NL), the total number of lambs
born (TLB) and the total number of lambs weaned (TLW).
Genetic parameters for LPL were estimated by the
Weibull model, For NL, TLB and TLW, the Prentice and
Gloeck model was used. Model equations for LPL and NL
contained effects of the herd, year of birth, year of exclusion from the heard and the class of age at first lambing.
To estimate genetic parameters for TLB and TLW, the fixed
effects of the herd, the year of birth and the class of age at
first lambing were included into the model equations.

Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the percentage of ewes according to the
lifetime number of litters produced. Only uncensored
records of ewes already excluded from recorded flocks
were used. It can be seen that many ewes produced
only a few litters during their production life span.
The most intensive culling of ewes occurred between
the 6th and 7th litter (57.4%). The maximum number
of litters was 14.
In Tab. 1-7, the levels of the risk of culling are listed
for individual factors, and the figures are relative to the
most numerous class within the factor, for which the
risk of culling was set to 1.000.
The average prolificacy of ewes significantly influenced the risk of their exclusion from the herd, and thus
their longevity (Tab. 1). In the group of ewes without
records on litter size, the risk of culling was obviously
high. It is likely that many of these ewes were culled
at an early age because of reproduction problems. The
risk was also relatively higher in the class of ewes with
the lower average prolificacy, probably because of
negative selection by the breeder. The risk in the class
with the highest prolificacy was also slightly higher,
which could be explained by the higher physiological
stress on the animal’s organism and the higher ratio of
lambing problems and/or postpartum complications in
highly prolific ewes. Similar trends have been observed
in Dorset sheep by McLaren (10), who found a moderate negative genetic correlation rg = –0.4 between
longevity and litter size. This suggests that a larger
litter size in Dorsets could lead to a shorter lifespan.
It was not the case for Lleyn sheep. The genetic correlation between longevity and the age at first lambing
was high, especially in Dorsets rg = 0.8. This suggests
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Tab. 1. Risk of culling according to the average prolificacy
of ewes
Average prolificacy

No record

≤ 125%

> 125-175%

> 175%

5.874

2.060

1.000

1.248

738

3842

4729

4462

Risk of culling
N

Tab. 2. Risk of culling according to the size of the litter from
which the ewe originated
1

2

3

≥4

Risk of culling

1.058

1.000

0.983

1.359

N

4434

8119

1039

43

Litter size

Tab. 3. Risk of culling according to the weight of the ewe at
100 days of age
≤ 25 kg

> 25-37.5 kg

> 37.5 kg

Risk of culling

1.124

1.000

0.974

N

2857

7818

827

Weight at 100 days

Tab. 4. Risk of culling according to eye-muscle depth measured
by ultrasound at 100 days of age
Eye-muscle depth
Risk of culling
N

≤ 21 mm

22-31 mm

≥ 32 mm

1.174

1.000

0.952

851

4254

302

Tab. 5. Risk of exclusion from flock according to subjective
assessment of muscularity at 100 days of age
Class of muscularity

1

2

3

4

5

Risk of exclusion from flock

1.299

1.077

1.076

1.066

1.000

24

214

1429

2106

2117

N

Tab. 6. Risk of culling according to backfat thickness measured by ultrasound at 100 days of age
Backfat thickness

1 mm

2 mm

3 mm

4 mm

5 mm

≥ 6 mm

Risk of culling

1.224

1.016

1.000

0.887

0.904

0.836

81

669

2338

1934

740

205

N

Tab. 7. Risk of culling according to the haplotype of the prion
protein gene PrP
PrP haplotype

ARQ/ARQ

ARR/ARH

ARR/ARQ

ARR/ARR

ARQ/VRQ

Risk of culling

1.059

1.421

1.065

1.000

1.307

300

31

1538

2223

52

N

Tab. 8. Coefficients of heritability (on diagonal), correlations
between breeding values for individual traits (above diagonal)
and phenotype correlations between residuals after adjustment for non-genetic effects (below diagonal)
Trait

LPL

NL

TLB

TLW

LPL

0.438

0.806

0.787

0.748

NL

0.884

0.098

0.771

0.742

TLB

0.845

0.849

0.111

0.897

TLW

0.815

0.828

0.934

0.103

Explanations: LPL – length of production life from first to last
lambing in days, NL – number of litters during lifetime (NL),
TLB – total number of lambs born, TLW – total number of lambs
weaned

that the lambing of one-year-old ewe lambs may lead
to a shorter life span and confirms the assumption that
a more intensive production of animals is likely to have
a negative impact on their longevity.
The number of siblings of the ewe in the litter had
a negligible effect on the risk of her future elimination
from breeding (Tab. 2). The highest risk was found for
ewes from multiple litters (4 and more lambs in litter),
whose development during rearing may have been
poorer because of food competition between lambs
within the litter. It is also possible that the prolificacy
of these animals was higher, which put a greater burden
on their organism and had a negative impact on their
longevity, as mentioned above. In any case, the group
of ewes originating from such multiple litters was not
numerous.
The effect of the weight of ewes at 100 days of
age on their longevity was not significant (Tab. 3).
Nevertheless, individuals with a higher growth intensity seem to be slightly more beneficial in that matter.
The same tendency is revealed by data on the depth
of eye-muscle measured by ultrasound behind the last
rib (Tab. 4) and the subjective assessment of muscularity in live animals using a 5-point scale (Tab. 5).
Differences between the classes are not significant,
but animals with better muscular development tend to
have a longer period of production life.
The risk of culling also tends to decrease slightly
with increasing backfat thickness measured by ultrasound at the age of 100 days (Tab. 6). From obtained
results is not apparent the eventual and probable risk
of negative influencing of animal health or longevity
by too intensive rearing connected with high fattiness.
It is also possible that a positive genetic correlation
exists between backfat thickness and eye-muscle depth
reported in a Suffolk sheep population by Maxa et al.
(9) and associated with selection carried out by the
breeder.
A higher risk of elimination from breeding was found
for ewes with haplotypes ARR/ARH and ARQ/VRQ
in the prion protein gene PrP connected with resistance
to scrapie (Tab. 7). Nevertheless, these are minority
haplotypes, whose frequencies in the Czech Suffolk
population were reduced by the national programme
for genetic improvement of resistance to scrapie (16).
Tab. 8 lists the coefficients of heritability of traits
associated with longevity and correlations between
them. The heritability of LPL was significantly higher
compared to the findings of Riggio et al. (14) or
Fuerst-Waltl and Baumung (5). Also McLaren et al.
(10) reported the heritability of longevity to be 7%
in Lleyn sheep and 11% in Dorset sheep. Hatcher et
al. (6) found that the heritability of survival in adult
Merino ewes, both within ages and cumulative, was
negligible at 2 years of age, but tended to increase with
increasing age. The heritability of cumulative survival
increased from 0 at 2 years of age to 0.13 at 5 years
of age. The fact that heritability estimates for cumula-
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tive survival increase with age suggests that longevity
genes determine survival in adult sheep.
Correlations between breeding values for individual
traits were high, which suggests the possibility of
their alternative use in breeding programmes in sheep.
According to Essl (4), artificial selection for production traits should generally lead to a deterioration in
longevity. This has been demonstrated in dairy cattle, in
which selection for production traits resulted in negative correlated responses in fitness and longevity traits
(4, 13, 17). Also type traits in cattle are correlated with
longevity (11, 22-24). There is less information on this
topic for sheep. Nevertheless, Hatcher and Atkins (7)
found that phenotypic selection for high clean fleece
weight in Merino sheep leads to fewer progeny surviving to weaning. In any case, selection for production
traits should be accompanied by selection for longevity
or at least by the monitoring thereof.
Longevity is a trait that is potentially usable in
sheep breeding programmes in the Czech Republic.
Appropriate data containing the additive genetic component are available for traits associated with longevity. There are some indications that intensive breeding
for production traits may negatively affect longevity.
It is therefore advisable that individuals selected for
breeding should be able to provide high production
for a long time. High correlations between breeding
values for traits associated with longevity makes it
possible to use cumulative lifelong production traits,
such us the total number of lambs weaned, in indirect
selection for longevity.
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